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Annie John 1997-06-30 annie john is a haunting and provocative story of a young girl growing up on the island of antigua a classic
coming of age story in the tradition of the catcher in the rye and a portrait of the artist as a young man kincaid s novel focuses on a
universal tragic and often comic theme the loss of childhood annie s voice urgent demanding to be heard is one that will not soon be
forgotten by readers an adored only child annie has until recently lived an idyllic life she is inseparable from her beautiful mother a
powerful presence who is the very center of the little girl s existence loved and cherished annie grows and thrives within her mother s
benign shadow looking back on her childhood she reflects it was in such a paradise that i lived when she turns twelve however annie s
life changes in ways that are often mysterious to her she begins to question the cultural assumptions of her island world at school she
instinctively rebels against authority and most frighteningly her mother seeing annie as a young lady ceases to be the source of
unconditional adoration and takes on the new and unfamiliar guise of adversary at the end of her school years annie decides to leave
antigua and her family but not without a measure of sorrow especially for the mother she once knew and never ceases to mourn for i
could not be sure she reflects whether for the rest of my life i would be able to tell when it was really my mother and when it was
really her shadow standing between me and the rest of the world
Annie John 2022-07-07 an adored only child annie has until recently lived a peaceful and content life she is inseparable from her
beautiful mother a powerful and influential presence who sits at the very centre of the little girl s existence loved and cherished annie
grows and thrives within her mother s shadow when she turns twelve however annie s life changes in ways that are often mysterious
to her she begins to question the cultural assumptions of her island world at school she makes rebellious friends and frequently
challenges authority and most frighteningly her mother seeing annie as a young lady ceases to be the source of unconditional adoration
and takes on the new and unfamiliar guise of adversary a haunting and tragicomic tale of the end of childhood annie john is told with
jamaica kincaid s trademark candour and complexity and is a true coming of age classic
Jamaica in 1687 2008 this remarkable description of jamaica in the late 1680s was written by a contemporary english observer john
taylor who spent some months on the island the original manuscript is held by the national library of jamaica and has rarely been used
by scholars it contains information about jamaica under the spaniards about the english invasion of 1655 and about the formation of the
subsequent society including the treatment of slaves there are sections on the island s settlement and architecture including a
particularly full description of port royal john taylor sets out fifty current laws many of them unknown to other such collections he also
carefully explains the nature of jamaica s birds beasts and plants taylor offers an image of the island before the general spread of sugar
cultivation citing some creatures now extinct in jamaica he also makes many suggestions about the medical use of natural products his
world is still one in which certain places are enchanted though he also describes an island whose main features will be entirely familiar
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to modern jamaicans and he provides an annotated version of the manuscript which was originally more than 850 pages and was in
three volumes this edition covers the second half of volume 1 and the whole of volume 2 providing a rich tapestry of taylor s
observations and notes on jamaica most of the remaining manuscript contains autobiographical material and nautical logs buisseret s
edition provides an annotation and a glossary the text will be useful to generations of scholars and students alike or to anyone with an
interest in jamaica and its colourful history co published with the national library of jamaica and the mill press
An Account of Jamaica, and Its Inhabitants 1808 the debut novel of the winner of the man booker prize 2015 jamaica 1957 on a day
beginning with a bad omen black vultures known locally as john crows crash through the local church windows a handsome and
charismatic stranger drags the village preacher from his pulpit and takes over both church and congregation promising vengeance and
damnation he wastes no time delivering both and in doing so starts a power struggle that sets the village of gibbeah on a path to
destruction with language as taut as classic works by cormac mccarthy and a richness reminiscent of early toni morrison john crow s
devil is a terrifying and moving novel about religious mania redemption sexual obsession and the eternal struggle between the
righteous and the wicked
The Life of Edward John Eyre, Late Governor of Jamaica 1867 excerpt from the life of edward john eyre late governor of jamaica i
have only to add the reason which induced me to ask your permission to dedicate this little work to you about the publisher forgotten
books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an
important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original
format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing
page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that
remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
Jamaica 1866 a collection of thirty primary documents and commentary that provide insight into the historical social and cultural
contexts of jamaica kincaid s 1985 novel annie john with study questions topics for research papers and lists of further reading
Jamaica, Considered in Its Present State ... 1817 these speeches by the controversial governor of jamaica edward john eyre give a
firsthand account of the tumultuous events of the mid 19th century that led to his removal from office eyre defends his actions in
suppressing a rebellion by black jamaicans and argues that the colonial authorities had a duty to maintain order and protect the lives and
property of all british subjects eyre s critics accused him of using excessive force and having a racist attitude towards the island s black
population this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may
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freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and
we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate
your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
Jamaica 1906 this is a reproduction of the original artefact generally these books are created from careful scans of the original this allows
us to preserve the book accurately and present it in the way the author intended since the original versions are generally quite old
there may occasionally be certain imperfections within these reproductions we re happy to make these classics available again for future
generations to enjoy
John Crow's Devil 2015-09-10 this collection offers the island s best recipes both traditional and the new from jamaica s hottest chefs and
restaurants including norma shirley of norma at the wharfhouse everett wilkerson of the sans souci lido and james palmer at strawberry
hill to name only a few over 60 full color photographs all shot on location illustrate this beautiful collection lively essays by food writers
john demers and norma benghiat on the island s culture and history explanations of special ingredients and easy to follow recipes make
this the most complete guide to jamaican food
Jamaica and Its Governor During the Last Six Years 1871 cook delicious authentic jamaican food with this easy to follow jamaican
cookbook jamaica is the mountainous caribbean island famed for its coffee and its beaches but with its abundance of homegrown
ingredients and its many cultural influences it has developed a remarkable cuisine all its own to visit the jamaican kitchen is to discover
the sumptuous flavors of spicy jerk pork sweet tropical juices complex curries and lush desserts this cookbook offers the island s best
recipes both the traditional and the new from jamaica s hottest chefs and restaurants including norma shirley of norma at the wharfhouse
everett wilkerson of the sans souci lido and james palmer at strawberry hill authentic recipes from jamaica presents over 60 full color
recipes with photographs shot on location lively essays by food writers john demers and norma benghiat on the island s culture and
history explanations of special ingredients and easy to follow recipes make this the most complete guide to jamaican cuisine you ll find
jamaican recipes include pepperpot baked plantains pepper shrimp ginger tamarind chicken spinach salad with breadfruit chips sweet
potato pone jamaican limeade
The Life of Edward John Eyre 2017-10-12 john jarrett wood s comprehensive and informative work is a must read for anyone
interested in jamaican history society and geography this book covers jamaica s history from its discovery by the spanish to the slavery
period and beyond the author s deep understanding and his evocative writing make this book a joy to read this work has been selected
by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public
domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work
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as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important
enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process
and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
Understanding Jamaica Kincaid's Annie John 1999-01-30 john hearne was one of the first wave of west indian writers to achieve
international recognition in the 1950s and the first jamaican author published by faber and faber he was a contemporary of v s naipaul
george lamming roger mais andrew salkey and samuel selvon though hearne s novels are viewed as foundational caribbean literature
they did not have the same traction as those of his contemporaries and his work is largely out of print this collection brings together
hearne s short stories in a single volume for the first time and makes his writing available to a new generation of readers hearne felt his
duty as a writer was to examine fundamental human truths rather than social politics or a nationalistic agenda and his short stories are
exemplars of this intention from his first published piece the fable the mongoose who came to the city to his unpublished last story
reckonings this collection of critically acclaimed short stories is essential reading for any serious student of caribbean literature or any
reader seeking a broader understanding of the culture of the region in the early days of independence
Jamaica in 1850; Or, The Effects of Sixteen Years of Freedom on a Slave Colony 1851 lyrical sardonic and forthright by turns this
memoir is a brilliant look at colonialism and its effects in antigua by the author of annie john
Jamaica 2023-07-18 jamaica and saint domingue were especially brutal but conspicuously successful eighteenth century slave societies
and imperial colonies trevor burnard and john garrigus trace how the plantation machine developed between 1748 and 1788 and was
perfected against a backdrop of almost constant external war and imperial competition
The Life of Edward John Eyre, Late Governor of Jamaica 2020-05-11 child of the church of scotland and product of the scottish
enlightenment john lindsay was an ordained minister of the church of england serving church and state in the british atlantic the second
half of his life was spent in jamaica where in the midst of slave society he had leisure to live a life of ideas and develop literary and
philosophical interests as well as sermons he published a novel a poem and an account of a voyage to west africa at his death lindsay left
manuscript sermons a natural history of jamaica and a proslavery polemic these texts address central questions of eighteenth century
british imperial thought how might faith and reason sit together and the laws of nature with the laws of god how might conjecture
hypothesis speculation and curiosity fit with the authority of scripture what does it mean to be human how could liberty coexist with
slavery
The Life of Edward John Eyre 2020-08-23 john clark provides a compelling account of the role played by baptist missionaries in jamaica
from the inception of the mission in the eighteenth century to the end of slavery on the island in the nineteenth century he offers
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biographical sketches of the key figures involved and describes the successes and challenges faced by the mission over the years this
book is an essential resource for anyone interested in the history of christianity and abolitionism in the caribbean this work has been
selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the
public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this
work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
An Account of Jamaica 1971 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united
states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars
believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we
appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant
An account of Jamaica, and its inhabitants 1971 the 18th century was a wealth of knowledge exploration and rapidly growing
technology and expanding record keeping made possible by advances in the printing press in its determination to preserve the century
of revolution gale initiated a revolution of its own digitization of epic proportions to preserve these invaluable works in the largest
archive of its kind now for the first time these high quality digital copies of original 18th century manuscripts are available in print
making them highly accessible to libraries undergraduate students and independent scholars medical theory and practice of the 1700s
developed rapidly as is evidenced by the extensive collection which includes descriptions of diseases their conditions and treatments
books on science and technology agriculture military technology natural philosophy even cookbooks are all contained here the below
data was compiled from various identification fields in the bibliographic record of this title this data is provided as an additional tool in
helping to insure edition identification library of congress n031087 chain lines horizontal kingston printed by william daniell 1750 55 1 p
8
Food of Jamaica 1998-08-01 first publication of the esoteric shamanism of the jamaican elders ala castaneda style storytelling
Authentic Recipes from Jamaica 2012-03-13
Illustrations of Martial Law in Jamaica, Compiled from the Report of the Royal Commissioners and Other Blue Books Laid Before
Parliament, by John Gorrie,... 1867
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